Australian research breakthrough could
lead to more effective treatments for
dry eye disease
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Scientists uncover the molecular secrets of the tears that
protect our eyes
Australian researchers have made an important breakthrough in understanding
the composition of the tear film that protects our eyes, leading to more
effective treatments for dry eye disease.

The project was a collaboration between researchers at University of
Wollongong (UOW), QUT and the University of New South Wales. The results of
the study are featured as the cover article in the August issue of the
Journal of Lipid Research.
The surface of the eye is covered by an oily film that slows evaporation of
the underlying water layer, preventing the eye from drying out. The
composition of this oil layer is a complex mixture of many hundreds of
individual waxes and oils (known as lipids).
For more than 40 years, scientists have been trying to determine the precise
composition of these lipids in order to understand how the tear film lipid
layer works to prevent evaporation, while still providing a smooth surface to
enable clear vision.
A class of lipids called OAHFAs was discovered within this mixture and found

to be essential for the smooth spreading of the tear film. However, because
they were present at low levels within a complex mixture no one, until now,
had been able to determine unequivocally all the components of its molecular
structure.
Associate Professor Todd Mitchell, from UOW’s School of Medicine and the
Illawarra Health and Medical Research Institute (IHMRI), led one of the teams
involved in the study.
“We were looking not at tear drops, but rather at the tear film that covers
and protects the surface of the eye. The aim of the study was to elucidate
exactly the molecular structure of the most abundant OAHFAs present in the
tear film, and using some advanced mass spectrometry techniques we were able
to do that,” Professor Mitchell said.
Multiple experimental strategies were required to determine the molecular
structure of these lipids, including using laser photons in collaboration
with Associate Professor Adam Trevitt from UOW’s Laser Chemistry Lab, School
of Chemistry.
Associate Professor Michael Kelso from UOW’s School of Chemistry and IHMRI
was then able to successfully synthesize these molecules.
“Successfully synthesizing the lipid molecules not only confirmed our mass
spectrometry findings but also opened up new areas for further research,”
Professor Kelso said.
QUT’s Professor Stephen Blanksby supervised the research utilizing the
Central Analytical Research Facility (CARF) to explore the complex molecular
architecture of lipids.
“With the detailed structure of OAHFA in hand, our team prepared the first
synthetic versions of these lipids, paving the way for examination of their
physical and biochemical properties,” he said.
“Further research will uncover how these compounds act to stabilize the tear
film and thus provide a pathway to more effective treatments for dry eye
disease.”
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